



Artificial intelligence as producer and consumer of copyright 
works: evaluating the consequences of algorithmic creativity 
 




Artificial intelligence (AI) has been the subject of a great deal of academic interest in recent times; it has captured the 
attention of copyright lawyers fascinated by the thought of machines creating works of art, music and literature. There is no 
doubt that, as has often happened in the past during previous waves of technological advances, AI platforms—and especially, 
machine learning—have brought with them new opportunities as well as challenges. Machine learning is an AI application 
enabling programs to learn and progress automatically from experience. Its main feature is accessing data and often using it 
for the purpose of creating outputs, including music, literature, movies and art. Amounts of data are observed and analysed 
by the machine, which enables the latter to learn and then make creative decisions leading to final outputs that, as precise 
works of art, are often not foreseeable by the people who developed and started the initial program. Such a process is 
characterised by the absence of substantial human intervention or assistance after the program is operated, and by the use of 
algorithms—namely a sequence of instructions aimed at solving a problem or performing a computation.1 It can be deemed 
“algorithmic creativity”, or the way by which AI/machines create new works. 
  
Consider the example of Jukedeck—a program which employs machine learning to train its system in the rules of music 
theory, and composes music via an algorithm.2 Customers can set parameters, such as music genre (e.g., jazz, blues, rock, 
ambient, chillout, etc.), main instruments, length of the tune, and speed (e.g., up-tempo, low-tempo). The track is then 
composed in around 20 seconds and made available to customers as an MP3 file.3 The Artificial Intelligence Virtual Artist 
(AIVA) is another example of an AI music composer.4 In June 2016 AIVA became the first virtual artist to be recognised by 
an authors’ rights society when it was registered as composer by the French collecting society SACEM.5 The use of programs 
like Jukedeck and AIVA is on the rise, pushing the boundaries of music creation. 
  
In addition to music, AI can produce literature, including poems, novels and news articles.6 Take Brutus, a program that 
writes short stories, which are often intriguing, have a hint of mystery and are written in correct English prose7; or the 
Cybernetic Poet, software which allows a computer to write poetry by adopting the styles and vocabularies of human poets8 
(this technology is also protected by a US patent).9 Technology developed by companies such as Automated Insights10 and 
Narrative Science11 can be used to create automated narratives with no substantial human intervention; the former company 
provides natural language software, transforming data into narratives that can be read and appreciated, while the latter helps 
businesses to do internal and external reporting—e.g. high-volume reporting workflows by using (again) natural language 
generation (an activity which is usually time-consuming when it is undertaken by human beings). 
  
AI is also capable of creating visual art. Examples abound: AARON, for instance, is a computer program produced by 
Professor Harold Cohen that generates artistic images by using real paint (not pixels) on actual canvases (he initially created 
the program in the 1970s and then developed it over time)12; Deep Dream is another popular computer vision program 
(created by Google) that employs a convolutional neural network to find and enhance patterns in images through algorithms, 
and then turns the images fed into the system into dream-like creations.13 Perhaps the best known example is the “Next 
Rembrandt” project—the generation of a new 3D-printed painting produced from data scanned from the famous Dutch 
maestro’s body of artworks.14 The project attracted media interest over the fact that the new portrait in the style of Rembrandt 
was completed using deep learning algorithms and facial recognition techniques. Algorithmically created artworks have 
recently been exhibited as part of a solo exhibition by a robot artist15; such works of art have even been sold at auction for 
significant amounts of money.16 
  
There is no doubt, therefore, that AI technologies are capable of creating tangible and intangible outputs. If such musical, 
literary and artistic expressions were created by humans, no one would object to them being considered as copyright works. 
AI-created works are certainly capable of captivating an audience and stimulating emotions in a similar fashion to works of 
music, literature or art produced by human beings17; some AI-created works have even been accorded an economic value in 
the art market. Yet their *I.P.Q. 114 copyright status is doubtful in several jurisdictions precisely because these outputs are 
generated in large part (and sometimes almost entirely) by machines. The human(s) who triggered the automated process that 
led to the creation of the expression often have no idea how the ultimate work will look or sound. This “unforeseeability” 
seems to break the causal link between the humans who program or use these machines, and the final output produced by the 
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latter.18 In copyright theory, property rights are justified in large part by, e.g., the Lockean argument that the human has 
laboured to create the work; or in Kantian terms, by emphasising that the work arose from the personality of the human 
author.19 Such theories do not fit neatly with a non-human author. 
  
Thus, as machines have learned to mimic human creativity, the copyright world has accordingly entered into AI-driven 
uncharted territory. We aim here to navigate through this territory, providing a road-map of what the legal repercussions of 
AI are, and guidance on what routes the law should take in the future.20 Given the wide-ranging nature of the legal and policy 
issues raised in this article, we take into account the laws of several different jurisdictions, especially the US, the UK and the 
European Union (EU). 
  
Is an AI-created work protected by copyright? Should it be? Who would be viewed as the author? Who should own such a 
work? These questions are the focus of the first part of this article: “AI as producer”. In the second part, “AI as consumer”, 
our analysis shifts to the questions of whether and to what extent the use of data fed into the system, for example to train the 
algorithms, may amount to copyright infringement, or may in certain circumstances be exempted under fair use, fair dealing 
or similar doctrines. In the third part we consider possible legal regimes for dealing with machine produced works including 
alternatives to copyright, such as a public domain scenario and a sui generis system. Finally, we provide our conclusions. 
 
Artificial intelligence as producer 
By any rational measure AI systems can be said to produce works creatively. Moreover, they do so in an accurate, logical and 
independent way, with the final output often consisting of something unpredictable to the humans who programmed the AI 
platform in the first place (as well as the user(s) of the AI).21 As with much content produced by humans, it is often the case 
that a key element of the creative process in AI-enabled works is based on randomness.22 So, is the final output generated by a 
machine protected by copyright—and, if so, who would be seen as its author (and owner)? 
  
This is not a new question 
The issue of whether computational creativity can be protected by copyright is not actually a new one, at least in the US. As 
far back as 1965, the US Register of Copyrights reported concerns to Congress about the rise of computer technology and 
wondered if and where the line between human authorship and computer production should be drawn.23 More than a decade 
later, in 1978, the US National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU Commission) 
reported on the issue and concluded that computers used to produce works were just “inert tools of creation”. The CONTU 
Commission remarked: 
• ”[t]his discussion may have stemmed from a concern that computers either had or were likely to soon achieve 
powers that would enable them independently to create works that, although similar to other copyrightable 
works, would not or should not be copyrightable because they had no human author. The development of this 
capacity for ‘artificial intelligence’ has not yet come to pass, and, indeed, it has been suggested that … such 
development is too speculative to consider at this time.” (emphasis added)24 
 
What the CONTU Commission considered too speculative in late 1970s became commonplace only a few years later. 
Advances in computing technology prompted the US Congress Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) to issue a report in 
1986 arguing that CONTU’s prior approach had been too simplistic and that computer programs were more than mere “inert 
tools of creation”.25 Uncertainty still reigned, however, as in the same report OTA recognised that “we know that these works 
would be copyrightable if they were done by people, but we don’t know what to do with them if they’re done by 
computers”.26 
  
The developments in computational—and more recently artificial intelligence and machine learning—technologies in the 
subsequent decades have made the issues related to copyright in works created by machines more pressing. Academic interest 
in this topic has soared.27 Many of these academic scholars are interested in the question we now turn to: who can be an 
author? 
  
The authorship conundrum 
The question of “who is the author” of the final machine generated output(s) is crucial because under most copyright regimes 
around the world the author of the work is also the first owner of the copyright. Ownership gives the author exclusive rights, 
e.g. to sell, license or otherwise control the work. Traditionally, authors have been human, and copyright’s rationales for 
recognising, rewarding and incentivising creativity through property have human authors in mind. By contrast, AI and 
machine learning technologies enable programmers and/or users (who might otherwise work as authors and artists in their 
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own right) to turn over control to a system that is self-contained enough in key decision-making abilities to operate 
autonomously.28 Therefore, one could argue that automation in this field—in the form of a machine takeover of the creative 
process from humans—is antithetical to the concept of authorship underpinned by copyright. 
  
The requirement for authors/artists to be human is an assumption common in many copyright regimes.29 This principle is 
enshrined in international treaties such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The former states that “everyone” has the right to benefit from the protection of the 
moral and material interests resulting from their works (art.27 UDHR and art.15 ICESCR). The use of “everyone” clearly 
suggests a necessary human element. Furthermore, several national copyright laws limit authorship to natural persons. 
Spanish law, for example, provides that the author is the natural person creating the work30; French law suggests that only a 
natural person can be the author31; and German law provides that copyright protects the author in his or 
herintellectual/personal relationship to the work.32 Likewise, although there is no specific human authorship requirement in 
the US Copyright Act,33 in the Compendium of its practices the US Copyright Office emphasises the importance of the 
human element in the creative process. The US Office only registers an original work of authorship “provided that the work 
was created by a human being”.34 
  
The US Copyright Office has been even clearer when it comes to works generated by new technologies, noting that “the 
Office will not register works produced by a machine or mere mechanical process that operates randomly or automatically 
without any creative input or intervention from a human author”.35 Despite these provisions not having a binding effect,36 they 
nonetheless demonstrate that the US copyright system takes an unfavourable view towards protecting AI- and 
machine-created works via copyright. This attitude has been visible since the early days of computer technological advance. 
  
When in 1956 the US mathematicians Martin Klein and Douglas Bolitho tried to register the computer-generated song “Push 
Button Bertha”, the US Copyright Office refused the registration, adding that no one had ever registered music created by a 
machine37; and in 1964 the same office refused to register a design for a tile floor because it had been produced by a machine 
using random geometric patterns, asserting that the design did not constitute the “writing of an author”.38 A similar outcome 
was reached more recently by the Australian courts. In Acohs Pty Ltd v Ucorp Pty Ltd, the Federal Court of Australia 
considered that the underlying HTML code for information sheets generated by a computer program did not have any author, 
and therefore could not be protected by copyright.39 
  
In the US, the claims of “animal authorship” share some similarities with the claims of AI authorship. In a widely reported 
case—Naruto v Slater 40 —involving copyright in a “monkey selfie” and the enforceability of the alleged copyright to prevent 
the photograph from being exploited, a Californian court rejected the argument brought by the plaintiff, the animal rights’ 
organisation People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), that US copyright law does not prohibit an animal from 
being an author. The court held that, while animals had constitutional standing, they lacked equivalent standing to claim 
copyright infringement of, e.g., a photograph. A similar line of argument was adopted by judges in both the US and UK in a 
string of cases focusing on who the author is in situations where “celestial voices” may have played a role in the creation of 
the work (cases involving so-called psycography, namely automatic writing used for spiritualistic purposes and channelled 
from the spirit world). In these cases, when faced with claims of spiritual authorship, the courts concluded that only humans 
can own the copyright.41 
  
Under European Union law there is no explicit authorship requirement; the concept of authorship in EU copyright law is 
linked to the originality requirement. In Infopaq, the latter has been interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union 
(CJEU) as requiring the work to be the “author’s own intellectual creation”.42 In Painer, the CJEU clarified that an 
intellectual creation is an author’s own if it reflects her personality.43 This would be the case, the court added, if the author 
were able to express free and creative choices, i.e. a “personal touch”. This suggests that the originality requirement involves 
some degree of human authorship. This point is reinforced by a remark by Advocate General Trstenjak in his Opinion in 
Painer: “only human creations are … protected”.44 This statement does not bode well for the proposition that works created 
by a machine should be considered original and therefore copyright; rather, the view of AG Trstenjak confirms the personal 
and anthropocentric nature of the EU copyright regime—a characteristic embedded within the civil law countries of 
continental Europe that have historically focused on the droit d’auteur approach to authorship as emblematic of human 
creativity and personality. 
  
In the European context what would be required in order to assess AI-produced works as “original” is an objective 
interpretation of the originality requirement (which clearly does not fit into the current EU acquis on this test). Put simply, it 
would require looking at the final output per se—regardless of whether there has been involvement of a human being in its 
generation. In a recent case in Shenzhen, a Chinese court that considered a series of AI-produced news articles to be 
copyright appears to have taken this very approach.45 Thus, the objective interpretation undertaken by a judge, considering the 
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field of art and public to which it is addressed, as well as its closeness to pre-existing works, would be the crucial factors for 
the purpose of determining originality. This would evidently shift the focus from a subjective intention of the human author 
(which Justine Pila has argued in favour of46 and cases such as Lucasfilm align with),47 but which is obviously absent in 
circumstances where robots create independently/autonomously) towards the objective opinion of viewers or listeners of the 
work.48 Nevertheless, as mentioned, the current EU originality requirement actually requires a human touch in the generative 
process, which inevitably makes any objective interpretation of this test difficult if not impossible. 
  
How to face the authorship issue—the “work made for hire” and “adaptation” approaches 
A novel way to deal with the authorship issue may be to consider outputs created by AI as equivalent to works produced by 
employees in the course of their employment (or by independent contractors). In these circumstances (for example, under US 
law) the copyright remains with the employer or the person who has commissioned the creation, who are deemed authors of 
the final output. This is known in US law as the “work made for hire” doctrine,49 namely a legal fiction that implements a 
policy decision to sidestep the real author to attribute copyright to someone else.50 Put differently, this doctrine confirms that 
a person or entity that has not played an active role in the generation of the output is treated as the author of a work actually 
produced by another person (i.e. a human employee or contractor).51 If we extend this doctrine to output produced by AI or 
robots,52 the author of the works would be the person that merely triggered the creative process (without any substantial 
creative role in shaping the final work). 
  
The extension of the “work made for hire” doctrine to algorithmic creations is not unproblematic. A machine cannot be 
compared to an employee, as the former is not given a salary or paid annual leave (and cannot join a trade union).53 Human 
employees have legal rights and duties under agreements entered into with their employers. The machine “employee”, on the 
other hand, cannot be considered as entering into an employment agreement, nor is a computer capable of asserting legal 
rights.54 The fact that programmers or users of a machine “employ” the latter for creative purposes—the argument 
goes—does not make the robot an “employee” capable of triggering the “work for hire” legal fiction. Moreover, applying the 
doctrine in question to AI-produced works would invert the very purpose of the doctrine, which is to consider a work created 
by a human being (e.g. an employee) as authored, via a legal fiction, by another entity which is not human (e.g. the 
employer/company). Conversely, extending this doctrine to the results of computational creativity would end up considering 
a human person (e.g. a programmer or user of AI creative technology) as author of the output generated by the machine (i.e. a 
non-human entity).55 
  
Could an output created by AI be deemed to be a work derived from the computer code which initially created that AI? The 
argument would be that the work in question is based upon a pre-existing work, namely the computer code. Unfortunately, 
this is a weak argument, as the output of an AI generative process often does not have features similar to the ones which 
characterise the underlying code of the AI. Even the US CONTU Commission accepted that computer-generated works are 
“entirely separated” from the underlying program.56 For example, an output generated by AI may frequently not embody 
recognisable blocks of expression taken from the underlying program or from the data the program uses in the creative 
process.57 The resulting AI output is often not based upon, or derived from, the code of the underlying program: in fact, the 
output is produced by the AI itself.58 It cannot, therefore, be a derivative work under US Law (or adaptation under UK law) as 
the latter should include elements extracted from the pre-existing work.59 
  
The UK “pragmatic” approach—considering “the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the 
work are undertaken” 
A pragmatic approach is visible in the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA) s.9(3), which provides that “[i]n 
the case of a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work which is computer-generated, the author shall be taken to be the 
person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the work are undertaken.”60 
  
The CPDA defines a computer-generated work as one generated by a computer in circumstances where there is no human 
author.61 A few other common law jurisdictions have followed this approach.62 
  
Section 9(3) CDPA essentially introduces a legal fiction. It considers the author a person who has not directly created the 
work, but has merely made the necessary arrangements for such production to take place. In this sense the provision expands 
the notion of author,63 taking into account the objective creation of the output, and then locating the most plausible nearby 
“author” (and owner), which could also be a company.64 This provision could plausibly be extended by courts to cover 
AI-produced output. One criticism of doing so is that it would set the stage for an expansion of corporate ownership of 
copyright works, something evident in the recent decision of the Chinese court in Shenzhen, referenced above.65 
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Provisions such as s.9(3) of the CDPA evidently constitute an exception to the originality requirement as it has been 
historically interpreted by UK courts.66 Traditionally under UK law a work was considered original if it was the result of its 
author’s own “skill, labour and judgement”—though post-Infopaq, the “intellectual creation” test has been used by UK 
courts. In any event, in AI scenarios the works produced (by a machine) do not directly originate from any author employing 
“skill and labour”—or indeed, “intellectual creativity”67 —unless the machine itself is considered an author (a point we reflect 
on later on in this article). 
  
The legal fiction created by s.9(3) CDPA is not an isolated phenomenon in UK copyright law. Section 9(2) CDPA also 
considers as “author” the producer of a sound recording, the producer of a film (together with the principal director), the 
person making the broadcast and the publisher of a typographical arrangement of a published edition.68 Such “authors” (e.g. 
producers) are actually often tied via contract to corporate entities (e.g. record companies).69 
  
The UK provisions on machine-generated works exclude the applicability of moral rights. The author of these works is 
therefore not able to claim the attribution right,70 nor the integrity right.71 It is logical not to award to such “fabricated” authors 
the right to be identified as what, in reality, they are not. This point arose during the debate preceding the adoption of the 
CDPA in 1988; Lord Beaverbrook cast doubts about applying moral rights to computer-generated works, because such rights 
are concerned with “the personal nature of creative effort”,72 whereas the person who undertakes the arrangements necessary 
for the creation of these works “will not himself have made any personal, creative effort”.73 
  
Applying s.9(3) CDPA—considering authorship in the context of programmers and users of AI 
Section 9(3) CDPA may be helpful to identify authorship, and to award ownership, in scenarios where original works are 
produced by computers or robots with no or little human input. In Nova Productions v Mazooma Games,74 the only UK case 
where s.9(3) CDPA has been applied so far, the court had to determine whether copyright had been infringed in the graphics 
and frames generated and displayed on a screen by the users when playing a videogame. It was held that such frames were 
computer-generated works. The programmer was the person who made the arrangements, and therefore the programmer was 
the author and owner of the copyright. As the Court of Appeal put it, 
  
”the player is not … an author of any of the artistic works created in the successive frame images. His input is not artistic in 
nature … and he has contributed no skill or labour of an artistic kind … All he has done is to play the game.”75 
  
Although s.9(3) is certainly useful to courts in making such determinations, its usefulness may decline over time, because 
with each leap forward AI and machine-learning technologies become more and more autonomous and independent of 
humans.76 Complexities also arise when we consider interactive videogames which offer users the chance to create what 
would—in another context—be viewed objectively as original works.77 The game Minecraft is a good example: the aim is to 
pick up and place 3D objects, such as cubes, arranging them, via personal choices, in a 3D grid. In setting up the boundaries 
of the game, the programmer has allowed players a significant amount of freedom in choosing how to play, permitting them, 
e.g., to build entire cities. In these scenarios—as is the case when works are created via AI—it may not be always easy to 
identify who has made the necessary arrangements for the resulting work to be created; in other words, who puts the program 
in the position to create the ultimate work? Is this person the machine’s programmer? Or is it the user? Section 9(3) may not 
provide a clear answer. Determining who that person is should rather entail a careful analysis of the facts, circumstances and 
specific machine application that generated the work. In conjunction with s.9(3) a contextual analysis would therefore be 
necessary78 —an approach that would seem to be in line with the 2019 UK Court of Appeal judgment in Kogan v Martin on 
joint authorship (a doctrine we consider below).79 The investigation is likely to focus on identifying where the creative 
elements in the output of the program originated. Who contributed more to the final product—the programmer or the user? 
What was the quality and nature of the material each of them contributed?80 Should ownership be shared on a proportional 
basis depending on the contributions made e.g. 50/50 or 60/40? 
  
Arguments in favour of the programmer 
That a great deal of intellectual effort is required to write computer code is a strong argument in favour of considering the 
programmers as authors and thus granting them copyright.81 In this view, the work created by the AI/robot represents the 
programmer’s original intellectual conception because that output can be imagined and generated within the boundaries of 
the creative space designed by the programmer; and that happens because the programmer is often able to introduce enough 
constraints and limits on the creative action of both the final user82 and the machine itself.83 In other words, the programmer 
produces the crucial algorithm, and in so doing makes creative choices in selecting the model and preparing the parameter, 
choosing and apportioning data, determining and double-checking additional steps such as observing and adapting the 
algorithm after it has become operative.84 The programmer could thus be considered the author of the final work(s) created by 
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the program(s). For this reason, Annemarie Bridy remarks that in the AI context programmers are the “authors of the 
authors”85 because “people-who-write-programs-that-make-art are authors of the art their programs make”.86 
  
Proponents of this argument also claim that “users” often merely press a button, sometimes unconsciously, and sometimes 
even without knowing they are creating a work.87 The originality requirement is arguably not met where the person who uses 
the machine(s) merely pushes a series of buttons and does not employ any kind of skill or intellectual creativity88; it is instead 
the programmer who carries out the more substantial intellectual activity. Awarding copyright to users of the program in 
scenarios where said users merely press buttons—the argument goes—may encourage people to look for the best programs 
on the market and then take economic advantage of the final work(s), to which they have not actually contributed anything 
significant. Furthermore, as a consequence of not receiving copyright in the final outputs of the program, programmers may 
be discouraged from developing new programs capable of generating music, literature or art. Thus, rewarding the users of the 
program by offering them legal protection may have the adverse effect of creating—downstream—an incentive for “free 
riding” and eventually discouraging—upstream—the creation of new cultural products.89 It may also push programmers and 
owners of programs to restrict the dissemination and use of AI technologies, e.g. via contractual terms, which is arguably an 
unwelcome outcome since it would restrict user freedom.90 
  
Arguments in favour of the user 
Could the user be conceived in positive terms as the person who made the necessary arrangements under s.9(3) for the 
creation of the work? Although the programmer or creator of the machine takes upstream decisions as to the purpose for 
which the program or machine is used, it is the user—one may argue—who eventually triggers the creation of the final 
output. In this view, programmers merely create a “potential for a creation”91 and not its actuality.92 Programs and machines 
are, in this sense, viewed as mere tools engineered to be useful for the creation of works by the final users.93 
  
In fact, at times the user is the person who sets the parameters and provides data for the algorithm in ways that significantly 
influence the final work; and in some circumstances the user may even affect the way the algorithm functions.94 Take for 
example an AI-enabled program capable of producing music, such as Jukedeck, where the user provides relevant inputs that 
affect the song being created, including selecting the instruments, choosing the musical key or tempo, and selecting a musical 
style for the composition. The final musical work could be considered the culmination of creative inputs triggered by that 
user.95 That users in such cases have a closer connection with the generation of the ultimate output is reinforced by the fact 
that the same program, used by different persons, could result in many different sets of outputs, depending on the creative 
choices made by each user, and regardless of the choices previously made by the programmer.96 As the program becomes 
more sophisticated, the works would get more varied because of the program’s associative elements, with the result that 
individual compositions triggered by different users would very rarely, if ever, be identical.97 
  
A positive of viewing users as authors, and accordingly awarding them rights, is that it would encourage them to obtain and 
operate the program in order to create new works,98 which would put them in the optimal position to bring the final outputs to 
the market.99 This could eventually benefit programmers as well, because users would be incentivised to buy the program and 
thus increase its overall value.100 Notably, the market already supplies programmers with the incentive to create the software 
and machines which are used to produce works—the incentive arising from the prospect of maximising profits owing to sales 
and licensing101 as well as from copyright (and sometimes patent) protection of the software itself.102 Awarding copyright to 
programmers for the outputs as well would therefore be to provide over-protection (or what is known colloquially as “two 
bites at the apple”103 and “double dipping”).104 
  
Joint authorship? 
It is logical to argue that the contributions towards the creation of the final output/work) often come from both the 
programmer of the machine (upstream) and the user (downstream).105 To use a metaphor from the natural world, under a joint 
authorship analysis the programmer may be considered as planting the initial “seed” with the user watering it and finally 
harvesting the creative “fruits”.106 In other words, the programmer and the user could be seen as co-operating, with the latter 
adding some creative input and fixing the work under the authority of the former.107 In one sense the copyright requirements 
would apparently be satisfied, with both the programmer and the user contributing sufficient originality towards the final 
work.108 Judges that are called to determine disputes regarding authorship and ownership of AI-generated works might be 
willing to follow this line of argument and find that programmers and users are joint authors. Nonetheless, there is a 
significant problem—it will be difficult to establish a crucial requirement for joint authorship to materialise under UK law 
(and a similar requirement exists under US law), namely a common intent and design between the programmer and a remote 
user, two individuals that typically do not meet and often do not even know each other. Under these circumstances the kind 
of agreement and harmony of interest that is typical of joint authorship scenarios is lacking.109 Even recent liberal and 
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“contextual”approaches to joint authorship—such as the UK Court of Appeal decision in Kogan v Martin —emphasise the 
need for a common design. A final complication is that, even if awarded, joint ownership between two remote persons might 
be difficult to administer in practice, as the copyright would be owned jointly and both authors/owners would need to give 
consent for e.g. licensing.110 
  
Investors as authors? 
Could others be identified as possible candidates for the role of author? What about the (corporate) investor? From an 
economic perspective, one may argue that the entity or even the individual that has invested financial and human resources in 
a technology which is capable of creating music, literature or art would reasonably expect some form of return on the 
investment.111 Although an authorship claim may not be strong because the creative act has not been carried out by the 
investor, an argument could be made about an extension of the “work made for hire doctrine’” so as to cover situations where 
the final work is produced using AI technology promoted by the investor, with the “creative machine” taking the place 
typically occupied by an employee and the former playing the role of the employer.112 This argument is not particularly 
convincing, but it cannot be dismissed out of hand. 
  
Machines as authors? 
Is the computer, machine or robot a potential candidate for authorship? Certainly, the more independent AI systems become, 
the harder it is to identify a human being responsible for the arrangements that lead to the generation of the final output 
higher up the chain. In this view, only the machine can be said to make the key creative choices, understood under the 
originality doctrine as being based on intellectual creation or skill and labour,113 because only the machine is involved directly 
with the production of the work.114 Thus, when the output of a computer contains any “deviations from its input”, the output 
should be considered as “written” by the computer.115 Any instructions and directions from the (human) programmer and user 
would be seen as merely the catalyst for the creation of the final work, the final form of which would be “unforeseeable” 
from the perspective of the human. 
  
As ownership follows authorship, if we consider a machine to be the author of a copyright work, should such a machine also 
be considered as the owner of the relevant economic rights (leaving aside the ownership of moral rights)? If we take this 
argument to its logical conclusion, AI and robots would indeed be awarded legal rights. After all—this argument goes—the 
law recognises that other non-natural “persons”, such as companies, have rights under the law, so it would not be a 
revolutionary step to provide other non-human entities—i.e. AI/machines/robots—with legal rights.116 
  
This may appear, at first sight, to be a fascinating and imaginative scenario—yet, it is unlikely to materialise, especially with 
respect to recognising the legal rights of AI/robots.117 The first strong (and obvious) objection is that machines, computers and 
robots lack legal personhood and therefore are not entitled to claim any legal rights including copyright.118 Giving 
AI/machines/robots legal rights would require, ex ante, answering complex questions about agency, whether machines should 
be considered not as mere products but as employees or agents119; and that would necessitate a further assessment of liability 
issues (in relation to possible violations of rights of others committed by machines). This would be a legal, political and 
philosophical challenge.120 From a practical perspective, it is difficult to imagine a machine being capable of possessing legal 
standing to claim copyright infringement, or negotiating and signing transfers or licences of its rights to others.121 Further to 
this, the analogy with a company’s legal personality is weak, as companies/corporations are vessels for the activities and 
actions of humans—companies only act through their managers, shareholders, or employees—and this direct connection 
cannot be easily compared to the choices made by AI.122 For this reason, the case for AI to be awarded the rights of the 
author/owner cannot be supported. 
  
Having considered the issue of artificial intelligence as creative producer, we next consider how AI consumes and makes use 
of existing copyright works and data in order to learn and create new works. What are the consequences of this for copyright? 
 
Artificial intelligence as consumer 
Creative machines consume. They often devour huge amounts of data as part of learning processes including books, 
photographs, images, articles, social media feeds, videos, and other kinds of content. Data are the building blocks of 
algorithmic creativity.123 
  
Programs that generate music, for example, are fed with huge quantities of source material, from hits at the top of the chart to 
lesser-known pieces, which they assess with a view to finding patterns. Programs process elements such as length, tempo and 
chords, and how musical notes relate to one another, learning from all the input that has been fed into the machine so that 
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they can compose new melodies.124 A similar process occurs in the case of AI-generated figurative art. The Next Rembrandt 
artwork was created after the machine had been fed with high-quality scanned images of 350 paintings by the Dutch maestro; 
meanwhile, over 150 gigabytes of digital graphics were used to give the machine instructions to come up with the textures 
and layers necessary to have the style of a Rembrandt painting.125 The final artwork received mixed reviews from critics, 
dismissed by one as “fan-fiction”—though it is worth noting that even fan-fiction can have an artistic and monetary value.126 
  
What is crucial is that AI systems learn by accessing and analysing pre-existing works and data in order to produce the final 
work. From a copyright perspective this raises an issue: among such pre-existing outputs which are accessed and analysed by 
AI machines there are often works protected by copyright that are owned by third parties. What are the consequences of this 
from a legal perspective? 
  
Copyright infringement risks 
Issues of copyright infringement inevitably arise in this context, as vast numbers of copyright works fall within the net of 
these creative machines; indeed, infringement may occur in relation to both the inputs to and outputs of AI.127 As far as the 
former is concerned, the risk is that a violation of the reproduction right may materialise—machines need to reproduce the 
data they access during the learning process. As to the latter, final outputs may be considered an adaptation of the works that 
are assessed by the machine.128 Since algorithmic creativity has evolved to the point where it can interpret authors’ and artists’ 
styles in digital forms, basing the new works on the existing universe of works previously produced by such authors and 
artists, the infringement analysis here will be dependent on the possibility of recognising in the final product the features of 
the works used in the training process. If the original upstream work has been so changed and transformed that only marginal 
similarities remain in the machine-created output, no infringement would take place. On the other hand, should the final 
product generated by the robot include identifiable and non-secondary elements of an original work, an infringement of the 
adaptation right is likely to materialise.129 
  
Infringement analysis may turn out to be complicated in practice; for example, US law requires the copyright owner to prove 
that the defendant has had access to the copyright work before reproducing and adapting it. In particular, when it comes to AI 
creative machines, malicious and bad faith behaviours may occur to try to “disprove” such access, with, e.g., the programmer 
being tempted to remove a work (a song or a video) from the master list, thereby erasing it from the computer’s memory.130 
  
The fair use debate under US law—distinguishing non-expressive from expressive uses 
As AI and machine learning’s creative abilities are based on the upstream collection and analysis of data, it is important to 
determine when the use of such information by the computer can be considered as fair use under US law. Accurate fair use 
analysis should be based on the distinction between expressive and non-expressive use of copyright material; while the 
former may not be exempted from copyright infringement, the latter is often deemed sufficient to escape liability.131 Existing 
US case law involving technology companies may help to explain this distinction and could be applied mutatis mutandis to 
AI scenarios. Two relevant cases are Kelly v Arriba 132 and Perfect10 v Amazon.133 In both cases the defendants provided 
image search engine services. The plaintiffs (claimants) in Kelly and Perfect10 owned copyright covering certain images that 
had been reproduced in thumbnail form, stored on defendants’ servers, and shown to internet users who used Arriba and 
Amazon services. The courts held that the defendant’s activities were transformative fair uses—and considered the image 
search engines managed by the defendants as simple tools. The courts found that they were not vehicles used to convey 
expression, and the use of the copyright material by Arriba and Amazon was merely instrumental, lacking any artistic or 
aesthetic purpose.134 
  
US courts made similar rulings in two other cases, namely Authors Guild v Google 135 and A.V. ex rel. Vanderhye v 
iParadigms.136 The first dispute focused on the Google Books Library Project, which consists of scanning and making 
searchable the book collections of major research libraries. The court found that making copies when the aim is to allow the 
easy search and identification of books that contain a term of interest is transformative and therefore fair. Such a service—the 
court added—does not displace or substitute for books because it is not an instrument that people use to read the books—it 
just facilitates their search. The second case focused on the plagiarism detection service Turnitin (the program consists of 
checking the submitted documents against its database of papers and material). Again, no copyright infringement was found 
by the judge because the use of digital copies of copyright works by the program was considered totally unrelated to 
expressive content, transformative, and therefore incapable of producing a market substitute.137 More precisely, the court held 
that Turnitin does not use the papers for their creative meaning, and even though it stores the whole document, it does not 
publish a full copy of it for other people to access and see it. 
  
This bolsters the argument that certain non-expressive and non-creative uses of copyright works by AI machines would also 
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constitute fair use under US law. Take for example datasets used to train facial recognition AI (such technology is able to 
recognise a person from a digital image). Although training a facial recognition machine often entails copying large 
quantities of copyright-protected pictures, what is being used by the program does not relate to the creative and expressive 
choices made by the photographers—such use focuses instead on matching facts about people’s identity with facts about their 
physical resemblance.138 This is arguably fair use. Similarly, imagine a caretaker robot which accompanies its blind owner to 
a museum, with the robot taking pictures of the walls to read the exhibits and bringing the blind owner to the artworks she 
prefers (or even taking pictures of the sculptures that may represent obstacles in her path).139 Again, here the copyright works 
(paintings and sculptures) are reproduced just for the purposes of pattern recognition, which makes the use non-expressive 
and therefore fair. 
  
A different scenario would occur where copyright works are used to train algorithms for developing new creations. The use 
of the source material could be considered expressive. With The Next Rembrandt artwork the machine was “imbued” with all 
the paintings created by the Dutch artist for training purposes so as to be able to generate a work of art in the style of 
Rembrandt. Another example is the Portrait of Edmond Belamy, an AI-produced artwork sold by auction house Christie’s in 
October 2018 for US$432,500140 —the work was generated after the machine was fed with a dataset of 15,000 portraits 
painted between 1300 and the 20th century. The use of the source material in both cases was not merely mechanical and 
instrumental—it was instead expressive because it aimed at producing a creative output. 
  
One may thus argue that expressive uses of copyright works by AI systems should not be exempt from copyright 
infringement via the fair use defence, especially if the final output is going to be exploited commercially and not, for 
example, used for research purposes.141 These uses are indeed likely to affect the markets where the copyright owner is 
active.142 In particular, authors and artists whose works are analysed and used as source material and in training exercises may 
be deprived of markets they exploit.143 
  
Issues of fairness and balance between rights and obligations should also be taken into account. If programmers, owners or 
users of AI systems want to claim exclusive rights over the final outputs generated by their machines, they should also accept 
responsibility for those works, in relation not only to copyright infringement, but also, for instance, to libel or any other 
source of liability.144 This point makes sense: if you are the one who claims to be an “author/owner” as a result of the 
generative process carried out by the AI system, you should also be liable for when the computer infringes the rights of 
others.145 
  
Giving algorithmic creativity a generous fair use treatment, allowing machines to access and use freely existing copyright 
material for training purposes, may not produce a positive outcome. Why should the programmer, owner or user of AI which 
consumes huge quantities of copyright works for creative purposes be exempt from asking for authorisation for this, while a 
human creator doing the same on a much lower scale cannot take advantage of such exemption?146 What should be avoided is 
a binary copyright regime that discriminates between human creators who access, analyse and use pre-existing copyright 
works, and AI which does the same but at a higher speed and with a much wider reach.147 Terminology may also help explain 
the risk of a double-standard copyright system. When human beings access and use pre-existing source material, we refer to 
“works”. When the same is done by learning machines, the preferred term is the much more apparently neutral “data”.148 
  
There is also a “human displacement” argument. If using copyright source material as input data for AI machines becomes 
rampant and unlimited, some portions of the creative industries market may become totally automated.149 In other words, if 
copyright regimes treat machines more favourably than they treat humans (e.g. by giving them an easier access to the fair use 
harbour) in the long run human beings might be disadvantaged and prevented from competing with AI creators, which could 
reduce human creative efforts. AI could become so adept at creating music, art, movies and literature without the need of 
clearing rights as to eventually become capable of superseding human ingenuity. Would such a scenario be welcomed by 
humans? The answer is certainly “no”.150 
  
A stronger argument could be made in favour of a relaxed fair use regime for AI—aimed at avoiding biases during the 
algorithmic creative processes. How can biases occur? Most 20th-century and early 21st-century works are protected by 
copyright and therefore cannot be reproduced and adapted without permission, a fact which may limit the analysis of data by 
AI technologies. Amanda Levendowski argues that copyright law restricts access to and use of training data to works in the 
public domain, which may contribute to biased AI.151 Most extant public domain material was created at, or before, the 
beginning of the 20th century, when the dominant narrative in the arts and literature was “wealthier, whiter, and more 
Western than it is today”.152 A dataset consisting solely of such public domain source material would inevitably ignore voices 
that had not been made public before the early 20th century, including those of women, people of colour or members of the 
LGBTQI+ communities.153 On the other hand, if under the fair use doctrine AI can access, reproduce and analyse all 
copyright material, the range of pre-existing works that could shape and influence the final (machine-generated) outputs 
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would be more recent, modern, diversity-cognisant, tolerant and thus less biased. Under these circumstances AI systems not 
only would be able to use any kind of work to train their algorithms—they could also make public the kind of material that 
has been fed into the system without being afraid of copyright objections.154 Therefore using copyright works as training data 
is important to minimise the risk of imbuing AI with biases that perpetuate old fashioned attitudes, behaviours and social 
norms. Seen from this perspective, extending fair use to AI systems—especially in relation to expressive uses of copyright 
source material—would promote fairer algorithmic systems that may contribute to mitigating biases and making society more 
tolerant.155 
  
Yet, it remains to be seen how an extension of such doctrine to computational creativity to allow access to huge quantities of 
copyright material can be reconciled with the need to avoid a binary copyright system which treats algorithmic ingenuity 
more favourably than human genius and may eventually constitute a threat to the latter. 
  
Exempting AI uses of copyright material under EU law and UK fair dealing 
What about Europe? Given there is no direct equivalent of US transformative use under UK fair dealing, it is necessary to 
consider the issue through the prism of the narrow exceptions provided under EU law. The key EU copyright rule that could 
exempt certain mechanical and non-expressive uses of copyright works by AI machines—especially, the reproduction of 
input source material fed into the system—is the transient copy exception under the Information Society Directive.156 This 
provision—which remains applicable in the UK, Brexit notwithstanding—exempts temporary acts of reproduction provided 
that they are transient or incidental, an essential part of a technological process, enable the lawful use of a work and have no 
independent significance. It allows the reproduction of a copyright work if the copy is necessary to carry out technological 
and mechanical tasks of no autonomous value—with the classic example being the temporary copy of a webpage stored in 
the browser’s cache. This exception could potentially cover AI scenarios.157 
  
Consider the example of a machine searching for online information on weather forecasts to schedule free days for 
customers, with extracts of such information being stored in the machine as transient or incidental copies just for the purpose 
of transmitting a work across a network between third parties.158 Reproducing the works seems here essential to the training 
process—and the copies need not be kept in the system after running through the neural network. This use of copyright 
material is non-expressive and will likely be considered legal under EU copyright law (as well as in UK law and in the laws 
of most EU Member States).159 As copyright owners in such circumstances do not suffer economic harm, the use of the 
protected works is likely to pass the “three-step test” under the Information Society Directive, which states that any exception 
under this piece of legislation, including the transient copy exception, “shall only be applied in certain special cases which do 
not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work or other subject-matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate 
interests of the rightholder”.160 Furthermore, in the case of Football Association Premier League v QC,161 the CJEU 
highlighted the need to strike a fair balance between the interests of copyright owners and the users of protected works who 
would benefit from copy-reliant technologies. 
  
There is another exception in EU copyright law that may be relevant in these scenarios. It is the text and data mining 
exception to the reproduction right introduced by the 2019 EU Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market (at time of 
writing the UK Government has indicated it will not bring this into UK law).162 Could uses of copyright material fed into the 
AI platform be excluded under this provision? Text- and data-mining activity allows the extraction and use of significant 
amounts of digitally available information,163 e.g. to discover scientific research opportunities in corporate documents, social 
media feeds, medical records, academic articles and other sources of text-based data. 
  
This is potentially useful to AI creative platforms that are fed with vast quantities of data. Yet, the exception under the EU 
Directive is limited. First, the text- and data-mining activity can be carried out freely only by research organisations and 
cultural heritage institutions for the purposes of scientific research.164 This provision may push AI companies that engage in 
text and data mining to opt for public-private partnerships with public research centres165; but any commercial exploitation of 
the final work created by the machine after being fed with the copyright material is likely to be limited, if not excluded 
entirely.166 Another provision of the Directive appears in principle to allow text- and data-mining activities by business and 
for-profit entities, and for any purpose (for example for the reproduction of copyright material).167 Yet, such an exception 
does not apply if copyright owners have reserved the right to mine—which means that the exception can be easily overridden 
by the copyright owners’ indication that they do not want to allow such activity.168 
  
The limitations to the text and data mining exception under EU law significantly restrict the opportunities for AI 
business-oriented organisations to carry out such activities in the context of machine learning platforms—and this is true in 
relation to both expressive uses of prior copyright works for creative purposes (which can be hailed as a positive outcome in 
light of the arguments developed earlier in this part) and non-expressive and merely mechanical uses of such material (which 
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can be considered instead a negative outcome taking into account that such uses have less chance of prejudicing the interests 
of copyright owners). On the other hand, research centres, heritage institutions and other similar entities that use AI for 
non-profit purposes will be free to engage in text and data mining activity. It remains to be seen if (in addition to merely 
mechanical uses of pre-existing copyright works) non-profit organisations can also engage under this exception with respect 
to expressive and creative AI uses of the mined data; a clarification by some EU Member States’ national courts or even the 
CJEU on this issue may be required. Having considered the issue of AI as consumer, we now return to the question of how to 
deal with the production of new works by AI. 
 
Evaluating the public domain and sui generis right as solutions 
Having outlined the various problems with awarding ownership to the programmer or user (separately or jointly) or to the 
AI/machine itself, we turn now to alternative proposals that may provide a solution to the question of whether and how the 
results of algorithmic creativity should be legally protected. 
  
The public domain solution 
A tempting option could be to deem the works created by machines as automatically entering the public domain. As there is 
no human author directly involved in the creative production of the output, we could argue that no one should be able to 
claim exclusive rights over it.169 Works produced by robots would thus be comparable to things found in nature, such as 
music that the wind generates when it moves through wind chimes, or the sounds of a waterfall, or birds singing at dawn170 
—outputs which cannot be monopolised by anyone.171 There is also an (obvious) incentive-related argument that supports this 
position. Machines are not able to respond to the incentives/rewards offered by copyright—and therefore their works should 
remain in the public domain (at least until technology evolves deeply so as to give machines some sort of human-like 
consciousness, but for now we can eliminate this possibility).172 
  
This solution would also neutralise the anti-competitive risks that an over-proliferation of strong and long-lasting exclusive 
rights protecting AI produced output, owned by corporate entities, may bring. Seven commercial companies working with AI 
technologies—Apple, Google, Microsoft, IBM, DeepMind, Facebook and Baidu—already dominate this lucrative market.173 
The scenario would turn even more anti-competitive if a US-style work-made-for-hire approach were used in relation to these 
works, with the programmer/employer considered the author and thus copyright owner; the same would be likely to result if 
the UK s.9(3) approach were used. There is little doubt that AI companies would be attracted by the idea of securing 
ownership of exclusive rights in such works—it might even encourage them to hoard their AI technologies, so as to always 
remain the “employers” and therefore the right holders. This would consolidate the dominant position of a few tech 
companies.174 
  
The public domain option is not just a theoretical proposal—it is already operative in jurisdictions such as the US, which (as 
we have discussed earlier) do not explicitly protect, via copyright, works generated by machines.175 Australian copyright law 
does not consider such works protectable either.176 In these jurisdictions public domain seems the default position. Several 
scholars support this approach.177 
  
Is this solution desirable? Would the refusal to offer works generated via algorithmic creativity legal protection discourage 
investments in, and dissemination of, the underlying AI technologies? Given that the law of copyright (and in some cases, 
patents) is already available for protecting the underlying programs themselves, even if not the outputs, it is plausible that a 
sufficient incentive already exists. On the other hand, without the lure of the exclusive rights offered by copyright, we cannot 
rule out that the incentives to develop and make available AI machines capable of creating musical, literary or artistic outputs 
could be lessened.178 As this argument goes, denying legal protection of machine-generated outputs may not have the effect of 
increasing the public domain in the long term; it could instead reduce the incentives to create new AI works, and may 
ultimately lead to a lower number of these outputs being produced, and accordingly, a decrease in works that would 
eventually enter the public domain. In this view, the arts, education and technology sectors may not see sufficient 
investments into research on AI applications.179 
  
There is a good reason to be sceptical of such arguments—after all, property rights are not the only incentives to create. 
Investment in AI platforms can be encouraged by factors other than the availability of copyright. Academic and industry 
respect and recognition, commercial gains through sales of AI programs to other users, and, of course, the human desire and 
passion to create would still be present—providing AI developers and organisations with incentives to come up with AI 
technologies.180 Moreover, in the digital market, high demand for instantly consumable media produces a significant 
first-to-market motivation that materialises independently of copyright being available.181 Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, 
the software code which is incorporated in the machine may itself be protected by copyright law (or patent law in some 
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cases),182 with trade secrets and copyright protection of databases consulted by the program also being potentially useful.183 
  
Nonetheless, there is a genuine concern that if copyright jurists decide that AI works should not be protected, and should 
instead reside in the public domain—this could encourage (human) dishonesty. Human authors who have used AI 
technologies to create works may be wary of revealing this for fear that to do so would make the resulting works 
unprotectable. Surely, the law should not encourage dishonesty? 
  
This not a hypothetical problem. Robert Plotkin narrates how a team of computer scientists and musicians from University 
College London developed a music composition machine that composed music based on an automated assessment of Top 10 
tracks; yet, the role of the machine was kept confidential as the music label that invested in the project did not want to 
disclose that its songs had in fact been written by a machine and not by human musicians. The label was so keen in keeping 
the involvement of the machine confidential that it even staged meetings with human composers, allowing them to act as 
copyright holders, receiving royalties.184 An increase in dishonest practices seems inevitable if AI works remain 
unprotectable. Further to this, there is no doubt that corporate entities will argue in favour of (at the judicial level) and lobby 
for (at the legislative level) some form of exclusive rights over AI-produced outputs. For this reason, it is worth evaluating 
whether rather than giving full protection to such works, there may be a justification for awarding a more limited type of 
protection. 
  
A sui generis right for works created via algorithmic creativity? 
We have seen that at present copyright regimes may not be fit to accommodate what is produced by algorithmic creativity; 
indeed, copyright laws in several jurisdictions do not explicitly protect machine created works. The lack of human 
authorship/originality is a key factor in this regard. Yet, whether we agree or not, it is inevitable that corporate entities will 
lobby for a form of exclusive rights to protect the final outputs of machine-driven processes. Could an acceptable 
compromise be offered by a sui generis system—a kind of protection that could incentivise the development of and use of AI 
creative platforms while at the same time safeguarding human ingenuity?185 The benefit of a sui generis regime (as opposed to 
using the full scope of copyright to protect such works) would be that right holders could be given only a thin scope of 
protection, allowing them to prevent others from exploiting exact copies of the machine-generated work. In this view, it 
would essentially be protection against literal copying only.186 As to the length of protection, unlike the typical copyright 
duration, a very short duration could be applied in the AI context e.g. three years from the date of publication of the work (the 
length of term suggested in a recent AIPPI “Study Question” by Dutch delegates).187 
  
Why should a thinner and shorter right be preferred?188 The usual justifications for the long duration in the context of human 
authors would not apply. In fact, providing AI developers and companies incentives for AI-created works by offering the 
strong traditional copyright protection/duration may even lead to fewer human-generated works being created in the long 
run.189 AI creative capacity is potentially both more vast and speedier than human capacity.190 The risk is a devaluation of 
human intellectual ingenuity and a marginalisation of the human creative potential.191 Just as automation threatens (and, over 
time, eliminates) existing jobs in manufacturing, AI creativity could threaten the value of human authorship. 
  
The provision of a limited sui generis right might neutralise this risk by providing an incentive to recognise the creativity of 
AI works without giving machines an equal level of protection to humans.192 The fact that only literal copying would be 
prohibited would leave human creators free to adapt, transform and reinterpret AI-generated works and thus to use them for 
creative purposes. In fact, such a feature of the proposed sui generis right may fit with the characteristics of many AI 
machines such as Amper, an AI music composition system.193 
  
With regard to AI consumption, the thin sui generis right may be coupled with interpreting the relevant fair use (US) or fair 
dealing (UK) rules governing the internal processes of algorithmic creation in line with what we discussed earlier in this 
article.194 Overall it is arguable that the introduction of a thin and time-limited right could achieve an appropriate balance: 
while some incentives would still be given to the developers of AI creative technologies via the offer of exclusive rights 
aimed at preventing the exploitation of the final output by third parties, the reduced scope and duration of the protection will 
leave human creators with enough freedom and motivation to create. Such a balance would preserve value in human 
ingenuity (fully protectable by copyright) and at the same time sufficiently protect machine produced outputs (and thus 
encourage investments in and use of AI technologies).195 
  
What would the requirement for attracting the sui generis protection be? An originality test as assessed and interpreted 
objectively and contextually would be appropriate.196 As discussed earlier, judges could consider the work’s aesthetic, literary 
or artistic similarity to existing works when considering originality, in the sense of being sufficiently distinguishable from 
prior works. While this would necessarily differentiate the originality standards between human created works and AI works, 
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it is worth noting that the requirements for attracting protection can vary even under existing laws. Under UK law, for 
example, while graphic works, photographs, sculptures and collages attract copyright based on originality “irrespective of 
artistic quality”, other fruits of human creativity like works of artistic craftsmanship are protected only if they reach a certain 
threshold.197 
  
Who would the owner of such a sui generis right be? The UK AIPPI Group identifies two possible approaches, i.e. the 
proximity and the investment approaches.198 By using the proximity criterion, the owner could be: (i) the natural or legal 
person that is most closely associated with the creative output—for example the person who comes up with the code (coder); 
or (ii) the person who identifies the objective to be reached (goal selector); or (iii) the person who chooses the input data 
(data selector); or (iv) the person who trains the AI (trainer); or (v) the person who carries out a qualitative or aesthetic 
selection of a work from a number of new artificially generated works (output selector).199 Unsurprisingly, the UK Group of 
AIPPI favours the investment approach on the basis of legal certainty, thus clearly arguing for corporate ownership, i.e. that 
the natural or legal person who invests in the project should be considered the owner of the sui generis right.200 
  
EU law supports this. The EU Info-Society Directive in Recital 5 recognises that 
  
”[t]echnological development has multiplied and diversified the vectors for creation, production and exploitation. While no 
new concepts for the protection of intellectual property are needed, the current law on copyright and related rights should be 
adapted and supplemented to respond adequately to economic realities.” (emphasis added) 
  
Recital 5 mentions “related rights” as referring to rights protecting outputs such as cinematographic works, sound recordings 
and broadcasts. A sui generis right protecting AI-created works might fit well into the “related right” category of rights that 
aims at incentivising investments in crucially relevant technological fields.201 
  
There are of course arguments that caution against the introduction of a sui generis system. Creating sui generis laws to 
accommodate the needs of a certain sector or industry fails to keep copyright regimes technology-neutral.202 Yet, it could be 
counter-argued that copyright laws bring with them the seed of “differentiation”. These laws have produced across the 
decades different rules in relation to different works. For example, the range of copyright works are quite distinct from each 
other, from literary, artistic and musical works to more entrepreneurial (and investment-driven) kinds of subject matter 
including typographical arrangements of published editions, original compilations of data, sound recordings and broadcasts. 
  
Perhaps the greatest concern with the enactment of a new right would be the danger of increased corporate ownership. This is 
undoubtedly a worry. However, the recent Shenzhen case demonstrates that in the absence of a thin sui generis right, 
corporate entities will attempt to claim the full rights of copyright over AI created works. Thus, even if there are risks 
attached to a sui generis system, if it is enacted in a balanced way the risk of consolidating monopolistic rent-seeking power 
may be significantly reduced, if not completely ruled out. 
 
Conclusion 
It is true that there is a person “behind every robot”203 because machines are created, programmed and directed by human 
beings. Yet, there is also little doubt that nowadays art, music, literature and movies, among other outputs, are being 
generated semi-autonomously by machines without relevant human choices being made over the final works. As the 
technology progresses further, the direct role of human beings in algorithmic creativity is likely to become more and more 
distant. Awarding copyright ownership to such humans seems less justifiable the more remote the human intervention 
becomes. 
  
At the same time, we acknowledge that machines should not be considered authors/owners in their own right; aside from the 
complexities of agency that arise if authorial rights are given to non-humans, the simple fact is that machines need no 
incentives/rewards to create.204 Computers produce works for one reason—they are devised and programmed to execute 
certain functions and trained to do so accurately.205 Machines do not get tired, do not crave maximum hour or minimum wage 
protection, and can concentrate incessantly on their tasks, no matter how complicated or tedious.206 What it takes to make 
these machines work is just electricity,207 wires, various electronic devices and an internet connection.208 
  
Nonetheless, as the kinds of works produced by AI increasingly resemble works traditionally made by humans, there will 
inevitably be claims by corporate actors that the machine-generated outputs should be considered protected by copyright (and 
owned by corporate actors). We caution against this development, while also acknowledging it may be inevitable that some 
form of protection is required. Even scholars that are sceptical about extending copyright to AI produced outputs believe that 
if a machine is capable—for example—of writing fiction that is interesting enough to capture audiences willing to pay, it 
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would be logical for the programmer, owner or user of such a machine to attempt to protect such value, not only via 
technological measures or contractual provisions, but also through copyright law.209 Indeed, it would be odd if these works 
were left unprotected (and in the public domain), as this would bring about an absurd result: a very simple and banal stick 
man sketched by a human hand in just a few seconds would be more worthy of protection than a sophisticated 
machine-created painting such as the Next Rembrandt or the Portrait of Edmond Belamy.210 
  
So, what kind of protection should be offered to the fruits of algorithmic creativity? We have demonstrated that copyright 
regimes—for example in the UK, US, Australia and under EU law—might not be the best fit. Indeed, considering 
AI-generated output as copyright may require overstretching and rethinking important rules and principles, such as the 
authorship and originality requirement, which are at the core of copyright systems and are still anchored to romantic views 
focused on the centrality of the human author. The traditional copyright system may not be adequate for another reason: the 
long duration awarded to works of human authorship. 
  
A sui generis right might therefore be an acceptable solution, i.e. a system that could strike a fair balance between the need to 
encourage the creation of these technologies (through the offer of exclusive rights) and the need to guarantee that 
human-made creativity continues to thrive despite machines’ competition. The scope of protection given by the sui generis 
right should be thin, and backed up by a strict fair use/fair dealing doctrine, and its duration would be very short (e.g. three 
years). 
  
Lastly, there is no doubt that protecting AI-generated works will shift the focus from the subjective element of traditional 
creative processes (the centrality of the human author) to the objective outputs produced by machines, thus changing the 
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